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Moms withdraws his bid
from SGA Presidential race
ByJ. Caleb

SGA elections
next week, many
uncontested
Eric Stanford, Chris
Stowers,
Gordon
Canton
Stebbings, and Leah
News Editor
Parker.
There will be only five
Elections on April 11
and 12 will be from 9 a.m. canclidates bidding for the
to 6 p.m. in the University four vacated positions of
Center lobby, Technology Administrative Science
Hall Sl 05, and the Admin- Representative. These
istrative Science Building candidates are Michael
Kinzer, Ryan Beard, Beth
lobby.
Appearing on the up- Russell, Wes Robertson,
coming ballots will be a and Clint Rowe.
Several s tudents who
number of candidates running for the House of Rep- had initially applied to be
resen ta ti ves. The SGA approved as an undeHouse is comprised of clared candidate for the
representatives from each House of Representatives
of the five colleges within never officially completed
the university. Like in the the final application proU.S. House, the number cess. In order to complete
of representatives from the application process, a
each college is determined candidate must have offiaccording to enrollment in cially declared the office
for which he or she ineach college.
Six House members tends to run. The declararepresent UAH's largest tion deadline was set at 5
school, the College of En- p.m. on Monday, April 2.
gineering. Running for After the deadline, no
the six position are more candidates could
Stephen Cross, Ricky make such a declaration.
Dickens,
Anthony
See mections,
Holden,
Clayton
page14
Hollinshead, Allen Pike,

ByJ. Caleb

Canton
News Editor
Geof Morris officially
withdrew from the race
for SGA President early
Wednesday morning.
The decision came only
hours after an investigation was launched by the
Student Elections Board
into allegations that Morris had violated a campaigning rule. Morris,
who currently serves as
SGA Executive VicePresident, was previously set to challenge
Dale Jobes for the SGA's
highest executive office.
A formal complaint
against Morris was filed
by Jobes on March 21.
The complaint argued
that Morris violated a
campaigning rule that restricts public campaigning until the eligible campaigning date of April 2.
According to the complaint, Morris allegedly
campaigned on March 21
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Geof Monis Qeft) withdrew his bid for SGA President early Wednesday. Because
of Morris's withdrawal, Dale Jobes (right) will campaign uncontested for the
SGA Presidency. (Photos courtesy of SGA)
in a discussion posted on the Student Elections noon to make a final dethe UAH Athletics' Board on the matter, but a cision, however Morris
second meeting had been had already withdrawn
Hockey web page.
During the posted web scheduled for Wednesday, from the race.
In an Expo11ent interpage discussion, Morris April 4 at 2 p.m. prior to
said, "I now have compe- Morris' withdrawal. The view, Morris claimed
tition for SGA President: Student Elections Board that his decision to withall UAH students, voting has the power to dis- draw did not come as a
is 04/11-04/12, and I in- qualify a candidate if he or result of the investigation
she violates a rule. The
vite you to vote for me."
See Morris,
There was no final de- board was scheduled to
page13
cision handed down from meet Wednesday after-

New fitness center soon to be completed
By Matt Stokes
News Writer
Only a few weeks remain until the conclusion
of the Spring 2001 semester. When students return
in the fall they can expect
an array of new facilities,
which have been impatiently anticipated over
the last few months.
Without a doubt, most
students are already
aware of at least two of the
three construction sites on
campus, which, as verified by David Brown, Vice

President of Facilities and
Operations, should be
completed by Fall 2001.
Still unknown to many
students is the new residence hall to be erected
across from Morton Hall,
which was uncovered and
exposed to the student
body by The Exponent this
past January. Pre-construction has begun on the
residence hall but only a
few sporadic ground
stakes can be seen in the
field.
The facility will provide approximately 250

single student beds, fourbedroom suites, a resident
director suite, laundry facilities, study/ meeting areas, and a main entry
lobby. Outweighing all
other current construction
ventures, the new residence hall is still estimated to cost somewhere
between $8 million and $9
million. However, the exact numbers are still uncertain.
John Maxim, Director
of Housing, told The Expo11en f in January that
completion of the resi-

dence hall should be no
later than Fall 2002. When
recently asked in a followup interview about the
current progress of the
new residence hall,
Maxim said, "planning is
still moving forward."
Although the architect
has not been revealed, one
has been selected, which
gives the impression that
site preparation should
soon be underway.
The question that con;

See Center,

page13

UAH's Fitness Center under construction on April ~
2001. The Fitness Center is scheduled to open this
AugusL. Students, faculty, staff, and the general
public will be able to use the facilities. Full-time
students will receive free memberships. (Photo by
Dauphne Rogers)
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Dems worry that republicans
are going to soil environment

By Greg

By Matt Stokes

Bacon

Nl!Ws ff.nter

'let:Jmology

On Ma rch 21, Vice
Presiden t Dick Cheney,
· who is serving as chairman to the president's energy task force, warned
Americans that the United
States must immediately
begin to generate more of
its own energy or risk national power shortages,
like those in California.
Accord ing to estimates
cited by Cheney, w ithin
th e next 20 years t he
United States w ill need
1,300 new power plants.
That means approximately 65 new power
plants each year; otherwise the country will not
have sufficient generating
capacity. Cheney also announced that the 1,300
new plants would require
other infrastructure, such

H,nte,

gbacon@cs.uah.edu.
Have you ever tried to open a lid so stub-

born that you seriously considered breaking the
jar to get at its contents? Maybe you were trying to undo the effort of someone ~ith exceptionally strong hands such as a pianist or tugof-war champ, or maybe the lid was tightened
in microgravity. The microgravity theory may
seem bizarre, but space shuttle flight experiment
principal investigators have found that they
must occasionally use power tools to remove
fasteners assembled in space with hand tools.
Members of UAH's chapter of Students for
the Exploration and Development of Space
(SEDS-http://seds.uah.edu/) have, with the
help of faculty advisor Dr. Michael Banish, proposed a series of experiments to NASA that
would investigate the apparent superhuman
strength in microgravity. If their proposal is
accepted, UAH studentsAnde Boyer,Samantha
Estes, Jeremy Garrett, and Russ Reith-collectively known as Team Torque-will travel to
Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas, for two
weeks to examine the phenomenon.
While the possibility of increased human
strength in microgravity is interesting from the
perspective of pure science, team members Russ
Reith and Jeremy Garrett pointed out the real
concern related to potential overtorquing in
space-based assembly. Anyone who has ever
worked on car engines or installed plumbing
fixtures such as toilets knows the result of bearing down too hard on a ratchet: torquing the
head off a bolt or cracking the fixture. Here on
earth, the cost of the toilet is the worst e xpense,
and the opportunity to play with the fire wrench
is the best-case scenario. In space, failure is
much more serious and could result in the loss
of million-dollar t.-quipment or even human life.
To conduct their experiment, Team Torque
will have two days' use of ASA's KC-135
· (http://zeta.lerc.nasa.gov/kjenks/kc-135.htm),
the microgravity research aircraft where astronauts prepare for their missions and Ron
Howard shot the zero-g scenes in"Apollo 13.''
The KC-135 is infamous because, as Garrett
pointed out, the KC-135 is also known as the
Vomit Comet. To simulate microgravity, the KC135's fhght path follows huge parabolas, and
the wild swings in altitude are said to induce
airsickness in two out of three passengers. In
flight. the team will measure the torque they can
-apply to various fasteners in simulated
microgravity and in the 2g periods-times when
gravity will seem to pull twice as hard-and
~ their observations with the torque they
went able to apply on the groW\d.
In anticipation of acceptance of their propoeal_ Team Torque is working to fund their
pri>;ect's $9,000 budget. The team budgeted
$1200 for equipment costs, and the rest will pay
for travel and accommodation expenses. In
addition, they will also enroll in a special topics
cowse at UAH to prepare their experimental

equipment.
Ac:cording to the SEDS website, "SEOS is an
independent, student-based organization which
promotes the exploration and development of
space. SEDS pursues this mission by educating
people about the benefits of space ... founded
in 1980 at MIT and Princeton."
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as the means of obtaining
coal.
"We've got some serious problems there [CaJiforn ia ]," Cheney said.
"We've got to find ways to
either increase the supply
of energy or reduce th e
demand for energy... this is
not something we got into
overnight, and were not
going to get out of it overnight."
Opposing Democrats,
such as Senate Minority
Lead er Tom Daschle, DS.D., have voiced man y
environmental concerns.
"We cannot drill our way
out of this problem," said
Daschle, "and we cannot
use our coming energy
challenges as justification
for an all-out assault on
the environment."
However, Cheney said
the task force would not
only focus on long-term

solutions, but also the environment.
" In many cases, in recent years, we've had an
approach that is n' t balanced because it's been so
easy to stop projects,"
Cheney said . "Nobody
wants to be able to see a
tra ns mission line from
their.front yard. Nobody
wants a gas pipelin e
through their community.
Nobod y wants a power
plant in their county...it's
going to be very important
tha t we change the circumstances if were going
to move forward ."
Still, Democrats a re
very concerned about the
welfare and conservation
of the environment.
"Republicans seem to
believe the only way we
can solve our energy crisis is by soiling our environment," said Sen.

Chuck Schumer, D- ew
York.
Reasons for hostility by
the Democrats is due to
Cheney's statement that
said the task force was
currently more concerned
about prod ucing energy
than regulating precisely
how that energy is produced. According to
Cheney, th e present problem is supply. Once supp ly becomes adequate,
then the task force can focus on regulation to protect the environment.
The primary regulation
that is concerning Democrats is the release of carbon dioxide from power
plants.
Energy legisla tion is
currently
working
through Congress with no
final decisions having
been made.

Across the Campus
Do you think being in'Dol'Oed in student llcti'Dities
is helpfal in building llfuture cllreer?

Photos by Dauphne Kogen

Gena
Gibbs

Doug
Mucha

Freshman
Biology

Freshman
MIS

Freshman
Computer
Engineering

Freshman
Advertising

"Yes, I do believe it's helpful. People look at that on
a resume, and it looks
good if you warlt to further your career. It also
helps you make connections for the future."

''Yes. It helps you communicate with people."

"Yes. It helps your social
s kills and prepares you for
working with people in
the future."

"Yes, because it helps get
you involved with your
sch ool a nd helps you
lea rn things not only
about yourself but also
about others."

Jonathan Christina
Stephens Kempaner

Women's Communiry Health Center
Abortion Service
Free Regular Pregnancy Testing
Huntsville's Only Clinic
Licenced by the State of
Alabama to perform Abortions

533.9228
131 Longwood Dr. SW

Toll Free
1-800-666-9228
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The 2000 Census was
the first in U.S. history to
allow individuals to mark
more than one category
for race. Many saw this as
symbolic of the broadening way in which we are
thinking about racial identity. However, this step in
thinking about racial identity did not come without
much effort on the part of
many individuals who

consider themselves neither solely white, black,
Asian, Hispanic, and so
forth.
Yet, this symbolic move
does not address the ways
in which biracial individuals continue to identify themselves or how
those individuals are
treated within a society
that seems to place the individual in just one racial
category.
Dr. Dave Brunsma, assistant professor of sociology here at UAH, has been

u

¥

exploring this developing published by Sage Publiissue concerning biracial cations.
" Unlike any other
identity for the past five
years. Along with Kerry group of people, biracial
Rockquemore of the Uni- individuals can' t be easily
versity of Connecticut, identified and placed in a
Brunsma has been closely box," said Brunsma.
examining the ways in "While interviewing rawhich biracial individuals cially mixed people, we
have looked at themselves found not only do they
and how they have been have to cope with labels
viewed by others. His re- imposed by others, but
search has led to the writ- their own sense of identity
ing of his book, Beyond is based on the reactions of
Bl11ck: Bir11cia/ Identity in others as well."
tire Bl11ck Middle C"1ss. The
In the past, racial laws
forthcoming book is to be defined someone with any

Cra 1ner on hand to dedicate
NS Science and Tech center
across the state."
Rep. Bud Cramer, Senator its importance to the
The center currently Butler, Senator Shelby, community's economic
employs over 350 people NASA, MSFC and six of success and educational
A technology center from NASA, government Alabama's leading uni- pursuits.
UAH president Franz
that houses both univer- agencies, industry, and versities: UAH, Alabama
sity and government university scientists that A&:M,Auburn University, spoke glowingly of the
workers was dedicated have been working there University of Alabama in center's potential by statTuscaloosa, University of ing, "The NSSTC brings
March 26 in celebration of since November.
The 120,000-square- Alabama in Birmingham, together extraordinary rethe formal beginning of a
joint research venture be- foot building, which is lo- and the University of sources from NASA, Alabama research universitween NASA and UAH cated on the corner of South Alabama.
Bradford and Sparkman
Cramer heralded the ties, and industrial partscientists.
Over 100 representa- Drive, will experience fur- new center's dedication as ners to create world-class
tives from NASA, govern- ther expansion with an "a cros.sroads for our com- research teams in targeted
ment, and the aerospace 80,000 square-foot labora- munity" and "the begin- areas of space science and
industry were present to tory annex that will be ning of learning how to technology."
According to Cramer,
work more effectively towitness the dedication by added on later this year.
NSSTC
gether
as
Redstone
empromises to beCurrently,
the
center
U.S Rep. Bud Cramer,Alacome
"a
beacon in the
researches
advanced
opployees
will
become
more
bama Senator Tom Butler,
integrated
into
the
comcommunity"
as it is intics
and
energy
research
and UAHy president, Dr.
tended
to
attract
"the
and
plans
extended
remunity
and
education
isFrank Franz.
search
in
other
disciplines
sues."
brightest
and
best"
to
The $27 million Nasuch
as
materials
science,
He
continued
to
praise
Huntsville's
research
optional Space Science and
Technology
Center biotechnology, space pro- the center by emphasizing portunities.
(NSSTC) possesses what pulsion physics, and inforCramer deemed, "the po- mation technology.
NSSTC was formed
tential of boosting science
through
the efforts of U.S.
and technology education

By Jennifer Hill
Nnos KWter

evidence of AfricanAmerican heritage as Negro. However, for the
most part, those laws have
been struck down. Still,
though, much of society
tends to categorize a biracial individual as belonging to the racial group of
just one of the parents. For
instance, a child having
both a black parent and a
white parent would usually be perceived as being
himself either black or
white, but not both.
Brunsma said that
many biracial individuals
feel repressed by their
having to"choose" simply
one racial identity or the
other. According to
Brunsma, such inadequate categorization of
biracial individuals has
stimulated a biracial
movement throughout the
country.
"While the biracial dilemma has haunted us for
centuries, a new movement led by white mothers on behalf of their
mixed-race children is a
social phenomenon," said
Brunsma. "Basically, these
mothers are demanding a
separate but higher status
in the socio-racial hierarchy for their children. The
status would give their
mixed race children more
privileges than being
black- but not as many as
being white," said
Brunsma.
According to Bru.nsma,
biracial individuals usu-

ally identify themselves in
one of four ways.
Brunsma said that, among
those biracial individuals
interviewed, 61 percent do
not consider themselves
being either black or
white, but rather they
identify themselves as being biracial. Approximately 13 percent of biracial individuals discount
race altogether. About 14
percent of those interviewed consider themselves as being black.
The remaining five percent of the interviewed biracial individuals are
among a group Brunsma
refers to as the "protean"
identity. "They claim not
to have experienced heavy
discrimination.Theypossess strong points of view,
are major identity shifters,
and freely cross racial
boundaries. This migration between the races is
made possible because
these individuals possess
black, white, and biracial
identities and a certain
degree of savvy to function in several social settings," said Brunsma.
"What we've found in
conducting our interviews
with mixed race people is •
one of two things happen
when these children become adults," Brunsma
said. "They either embrace the black race, or
they become socially
savvy enough to convincingly shift identities between the two races."

Science Ambassadors
Be recognized as a student leader
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t
r
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UAH's Dr. Brunsma examines biracial identity
ByJ. Caleb
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USED BOOK HEADQUARTERS

IS MOVING

SSTHESTRE
WATCH FOR THE
MOVING SALE
APRIL 15-30
-HUNTSVILLE100, HEHDERSOH RD

837-5'525' OR 83MIII
FAX 837-05'16

IW WW.OCCBS.COMI

Join the Science Ambassadors, an organization for UAH undergraduate science majors.
Science Ambassadors help plan student activities, represent the College of Science and
UAH to visitors and prospective students, and are recognized at the college honors
convocation. The Science Ambassadors have an office and a budget for special events
and work closely with the deans and department chairs.

Eligibility
• UAH undergraduate.
• Declared major in College of Science.
• At least sophomore status as ofFall 2001
• GPA of3.0 or better.
• Enrolled for at least twelve semester hours.
Application forms are available in the College of Science Dean's Office and in College of
Science departmental offices.
For more information contact Dr. John Fix or Dr. Debra Moriarity at 824-6605. We can
also be reached via e-mail at fixj a uah.cdu and moriarda uah.cdu. We will begin reviewing
applications on April 20.
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Sigma Nu in the process of rebuilding house
By Patrick Bobo
News Rh"ter
What began as a disheartening experience for
the Mu Beta Chapter of
Sigma Nu fraternity is
now turning into a positive one.
In mid-February, disaster struck for the Sigma
Nu fraternity when a tornado knocked three trees
down at the Jeff Road/
Capshaw intersection, one
of which fell on Sigma
Nu's house. The extent of
the damage was especially frustrating, as the

estimate of damage was
between $20,000 and
$25,000. This estimate included tree cleanup, cost
of rebuilding the room, a
new roof, new carpet, and
various smaller expenses.
After surveying the
situation, the brothers began to weigh their options. They decided that
they had two options:
they could get the landlord to rebuild or they
could look for new arrangements elsewhere.
The fraternity inquired
about several properties,
but none met the heavy

requirements that the
chapter was looking for.
Naturally, money was an
issue, as well as space and
location. At the brother's
next regularly scheduled
meeting, nearly every active brother was in attendance as well as numerous alumni. Two of Mu
· Beta's founders were
there, and the majority of
the alumni and brothers
expressed an interest in
staying at the present location.
Sigma Nu decided to
stay and by coordinating
with their landlord, Jerry

Stafford, they worked out
reasonable arrangements.
Mr. Stafford decided that
he would rebuild, and he
graciously offered to replace the carpet in the entire house, including bedrooms. All of the bedrooms' carpet had been
the same since Sigma Nu
moved into the _r.ouse in
1993. He also offered to
drywall the brotherhood
room, which was formerly
paneling, and add a new
entrance.
Trees were removed
quickly, and the rebuilding process began. Walls

went up quickly, and the
entrance was added. The
roof was retarred and
reshingled, and the house
is beginning to come together. All that is left at
the present time is the
smoothing and resowing
of the yard, putting in the
new carpet, and painting
the drywall. Sigma Nu
hopes to be back in their
house by the end of April.
And even though
many people thought that
Sigma Nu was in a precarious spot without a
house, they prevailed and
will remain the only U AH

fraternity with an off-carnpus house. Many brothers are even impressed
with Mu Beta Chapter's
overcoming spirit.
Sigma Nu's House
Manager and oldest active
brother Tom O'Connell
said of the chapter, "We
are doing great; the effort
to get back into the house
is really bringing all the
guys together. We are
looking forward to starting the school year in the
Sigma Nu house."

Women oubtumber men on college campuses
By Andre
Mouchard
Kmgl,t-Ridder
Newspllpn'S
FULLERTON, Calif. Margaret Hernandez is
young and single and,
cnbbing an old movie line,
she says she "wouldn't
mind" to mingle.
But not tonight. Not
with any guys, anyway.

The 22-year-old Cal
Too many girlfriends?
State Fullerton sophomore
"No way. Not posis at Off-Campus, a bar sible," she says, sipping
across lhe street from the the one beer she'll drink
school.
tonight.
And if she doesn't meet
"But, still ..."
any guy tonight she won't
She doesn't finish the
be surprised.
thought. Instead, she juts
After all, she can count. her chin in the direction of
"I've got my girl- the bar, which is packed
friends," she says, laugh- almost exclusively
ing.
with women.
"Lots and lots and lots
In fact, as she looks
of girlfriends."
throughout the place she

NEED A JOB?
Now reviewing candidates for
Editor-in-Chief position at

m4i Ifxp11tttttf

sees a typical sports-oriented bar, complete with
big-screen televisions
tuned to various sporting
events, lots of male-oriented decor, and, in the
men's room, a condom
machine.
Still, the customers she
sees are, by an obvious
plurality, women.
"I might as well be in
class," she says, sighing.
True
enough.
Hernandez is part of a
rapidly expanding majority: a woman in college.
As recently as 1986,
men and women were
equally represented on
college campuses. That
year, women got more associate degrees at junior
colleges than men, but
bachelor's degrees and
master's degrees were
roughly 50-50 for men and
women.
Then, something -

and nobody is sure exactly
what - changed. Women
started getting into college
at a slightly higher rate
than men. Over the past 15
years, that hasn' t stopped.
Now, there are about
800,000 more women than
men on college campuses,
for an overall population
ratio of 56 percent to 44
percent, according to statistics from the U.S. Department of Education.
The burst of female college enrollment is a huge
shift, statistically speaking, and it has turned up
in most racial and economic categories. Only
among wealthier whites
(families making $70,000 a
year or more) do male and
female high school grads
still have an equal likelihood of going to college.
The trend is spurring
debate among educators.
"For the past six

Baptist Campus Ministries
Baptist Student Center
450 Sparkman Dr.
837-9140 or 830-6611
Celebration
Praise and Worship - Drama
Tuesday Nights
8:30 p.m.

Please submit a resume
and letter of interest
by April 16, 2001 at the UC room 111
a decision will be made on April 24
for the 2001/2002 school year

Fellowship Lunch
Thursdays al 12:00 _ $2.50
(first lime is free!)

Pool Table - Ping Pong _ TV Room
Study Room - Prayer Room
Snack Room

Come by any time of the day
or evening!

All deno nunations
·
·
are welcome/

months to a year, a lot of
people have been wondering why, or even if, it's really as pronounced as the
statistics suggest," says
Dolores Vura, director of
analtical stud ies at Cal
State Fullerton.
Theories run the
gamut.
Some argue that in a
pro-girl world, school age
boys aren't encouraged to
go to college. Others believe young men have bet
ter access to some of the
higher-paying non-col
lege-degree jobs that have
popped up during the
tight labor market of the
1990s. Still others argue
that male teens don't
value education or intellectual achievement.
"I can't speak to the
national issue," Vura says.
"Here (at Cal State Fullerton), we've always had a
heavy female enrollment
because we have a strong
teaching program.
"Every school has its
own reason, I'm sure."
Whatever the reason
for the national trend, one
thing is clear: Men won't
catch up with women on
campus any time soon.
Federal projections based on trends in elementary and high school
say women will account for 60 percent of aU
college students by 20lO.
If that comes true, you
could argue that the tenn
"coed,, - once code for
women encroaching in the
once-all-ma le world of
higher education could disappear.
Or, rather, the new coeds will be men.
't
Hernandez doesn
. t·ics .or
care about stalls
. . t hiSeven recent femuus
tory.
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Run to help fund the

research for the Crohn's
and Colitis Foundation
ByJ. Caleb
Oanton
Nl!tlJsEditor
The Alabama/Northwest Florida chapter of the
Crohn's & Colitis Foundation of America (CCFA)
will be sponsoring a SK
run and a 3K walk in order to help raise money for
the organization. The
"PaceSetter" SK Run and
3K Walk is scheduled for
Saturday, April 7.
The event is slated to
take place at Wilson Park
in Florence, Alabama. The
SK run will begin at 8:30
a.m. and the 3K walk be
begin at 9 a.m.
Registration for the
events will be held on the
Wood Avenue side of Wilson Park. Pre-registration
fees are $13 per person. If
one chooses to register on
the day of the event, registration fees are $15 per
person. Children under
the age of 12 can partici-

pate for free. T-shirts will
be given away to the first
100 participants to register.
Potential participants
can register by calling the
CCFA's Alabama/Northwest Florida Chapter at 1800-249-1993. Also, one
may register unline at
www.active.com.
The proceeds of the
"PaceSetter" SK Run and
3K Walk event go to benefit the Alabama/Northwest Florida chapter of the
CCFA. The CCFA is an
organization committed
to raising funds for research into the causes and
cures for Crohn's disease

and ulcerative colitis
(IBO). The organization is
also dedicated to supporting and educating those
afflicted with the diseases.
Crohn's disease is a serious inflammatory disease of the gastrointestinal
tract that can often hinder
a person from living a normal life if the disease goes
untreated. Ulcerative colitis is a similar disease that
affects the colon. It is estimated that nearly one mill ion Americans suffer
from either Crohn's disease or colitis.
For more information
on either disease visit
www.ccfa.org.
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Writers
Wanted!!
The Exponent is now accepting applications for News, Sports, Entertainmen~ and Opinion writers! Come by
our office in the UC, room 104 for
more information.
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The average dorm phone cost for a college student is $80 a month! With Sprint
PCS, you can get 2000 minutes a month, which include Nationwide Long Distance,
for only $49.99. Receive a FREE earbud and t-shirt when you sign up with Sprint PCS

acall

and show your college identification.
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The versatility of our wireless phone plans makes dorm phones obsolete. With
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Sprint PCS Nationwide Long Distance you can call home more, especially when
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you need money. Ask your sales representative for details.
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Charger
Sportsline
A QUICK UPDATE FROM UAH ATHLmcs

Baseball
UAH 10 North Alabama 8

(11 vs.

Valdosta State (DH) at 2:00 p.m.
at oe Davis
/C'X!, vs. Valdosta State at 1:00 .m. at oe Davis
Of/U vs. Alabama A&M at 2:00 p.m.
at Mastin Lake Park

Softball
Record: 27-7 12-2 in GSC

maO
0

a6

le
va. Lincoln Memorial at 4:00 p.m.
rtsPlex

<M/10 vs. Miss. Univ. for Women at 4:00 p.m.
at S

rtsPlex

Men's Tennis
: 7 0-2 in
acksonville State 8, UAH l
U
matches
05 at North abama at 12:00 p.m.
in Florence, AL
/08 at UT-Martin at 2:00 .m. in Martin 1N
04/09 at Lincoln Memorial at 12:00 p.m.
in Hano te, TN
11 vs. North Alabama at 2.-00 p.m.
in Huntsville AL

Women's Tennis
in acksonvillc AL
untsville, AL
.m. F orence AL

lntramurals

duals 40

Coed Individuals 32 Si a Nu Delta Zeta 21
Rising Stars 1, Dirty South Playas O (forfeit)

exponent.uah.edu

UNA avoids sweep by Chargen
Donaldson and a two-run
double by junior right
fielder David Gates narrowed the UNA lead to 8-

By Keith Conrad
Sports Wnter
Nol long ago, the
Chargers were king of the
hill. After having been
previously ranked No. 1 in
the country, UAH sudd:!nly finds themselves all
the way down in the ninth
spot looking up. A sweep
against arch rival North
Alabama would go a long
way to get the Chargers
back on track and on a
path to a championship.
Everything seemed to
be going in the Chargers'
favor with UAH taking
the first two games of the
series 10-8 and 8-6 respectively. Much like the first
two, game three of the series was not a pitching
clinic by any stretch of the
imagination with the
teams combining for 22
hits.
After a scoreless first
inning, UNA would take
a 1-0 lead in lhe bottom
half of the inning when
Lions' catcher Tharun
Anderson singled, stole
second and eventually
scored on an error.
In the top of the third,
UAH senior first baseman

4.

Freshman Adam Bass is at or near the top of many
pitching statistical categories in the Gulf South
Conference with his 8-0 record and 2.64 ERA with 52
strikeouts. (Photo by Danny Parker)
Clay Rice doubled to start Chargers' misery in the
the inning. Freshman fourth, when Swift scored
shortstop Wes Long then on an RBI single from
hit a ground ball to short Hargett to give the Lions
scoring Rice to tie the an 8-1 lead. An error by
game atone.
Anderson for UNA alIn the bottom of the lowed junior third
third though, the flood- baseman Jake Mathis to
gates really opened up. A get on base and gave the
pair of Lion doubles by Chargers an opportunity
pitcher Adam Wheeler for a comeback. Rice was
and second baseman then retired for the only
Bryan Swift, followed by time in the ballgame when
a three-run shot by first he grounded out the third
baseman Douglas Hargett base. After a walk to cengave the lead back to UNA ter fielder Andy Evans,
with the Lions eventually Long singled to left. A sacstacking up a 7-1 lead.
rifice fly by junior desigUNA added to the nated hitter Phillip

In the seventh, Long
led off the inning with a
double to left, then advanced to third on a
ground out by Donaldsm.
Gates then singled
through the left side to
draw UAH a run closer.
In the eighth inning,
the Cha rgers would get a
solo home run by Rice to
draw them to within two
at 8-6. In the bottom of the
inning however, a solo
home run from shortstop
Michael Searcy, his fourth
of the series, gave the Lions some much needed
late inning insurance to let
junior Matt Jansen walk
away with the loss, for the
Charger pitcher, it was his
first loss of the season after returning from injury
earlier in the week.
UNA junior Adam
Wheeler improved his
record to three wins and
two losses on the season
and ended a seven-game
regular season losing
streak to the Chargers.

Softball shuts down Lady Lions
By Renea
Harrison
•

Sports Wnter
Road games are never
easy to play, but when the
UAH Softball team traveled to Florence to take on
the North Alabama Lady
Lions, they played like
they had the home field
advantage.
Melanie Carter started
the game off right, belting
her first homerun of the
season in the first inning.
This was just a preview of
how the rest of the day
would be. The Chargers
(27-7 overall, 12-2 in GSC),
hit six homeruns on the
day, three in each game.
Carter scored again in
the third inning, along
with Stephanie Berry.
Lane Davis and Renea
Harrison both homered in
the fourth, notching two
more runs for the Chargers. In the sixth inning,
Sara Winn pinch ran for
Davis, and scored when

Rachel Hamby reached on
a fielder's choice.
Davis (15-2) picked up
the 6-0 win. She went the
distance, giving up only
three hits and striking out
four.
Carter said, "We got
lhe hits when we needed
to, and we took advantage
of their mistakes."
UAHl0,UNA0
If the Lady Lions were
unhappy after the first
game, then they were devastated after the second.
The Chargers went on a
virtual hitting spree, fin~hin~ u~ the game in only
five innings with 12 hits.
Carter, Harrrison, Kristi
Braverman, and Rachel
Hamby each had two hits.
Harrison, Bravennan, and
Audrey Williams all hit

Renea Harriaon watches
one of mmy of her long
shots this season. She
leads the Chargen with
nine homeruns and 34
RBI. (Photo by Danny
Parker)

homeruns in the game.
The final score of game
two was 10-0. Amber
Fuller picked up the win
for the Chargers. She gave
up only two hits in her second shutout of the season.
" I felt pretty good on
the mound, and I knew
that my defense would

back me up," Fuller said.
The Chargers are back
in action at home this
week. Comeoutandsupport them at the Metro
Kiwanis SportsPlex Tuesday as they take on the
Lady Railsplittcrs f_rorn
Lincoln Memorial Umver·
sity.

Chargers win close· one at MVW
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By Renea
Harrison
Sports Writer
Spring Break week was
a good one for the Charger
Softball team. They remained No. 1 in the latest
South Region poll, and
moved up to fifth in the
NFCA Division II poll.
Also, they won every Gu If
South Conference game
that they played last week.
Tuesday, the ladies
traveled to Columbus,
Miss., to take on the Lady
Blues from the Mississippi
University for Women.
UAH10,MUW0
Game One was no
problem for the Chargers,
who pounded out 18 hits
in the 10-0 victory. Lane
Davis took the win, and
went 4-for-4 at the plate.
Audrey Williams was a
perfect 5-for-5 in the
game, with four RBI. One
of her five hits was a
homerun, her first of the
year. Stephanie Berry
stole her 20th base of the
season, in only 20 attempts.
Davis held the Lady
Blues to three hits while
walking one and striking
out four.

Williams said, "Everyone was swinging well in
the first game. We have
struggled with that
pitcher in the past, and it's
good that we finally adjusted and made some
things happen."
UAH3,MUW2
The second game was
a different story. The Lady
Blues jumped out ahead,
and put two runs on the
board in the first three innings. UAH would have
to come from behind,
which they did slowly but
surely.
Melanie Carter and
Berry both scored in the
sixth inning, bringing the game to a tie. Neither
team would score again
until the eighth inning
when Audrey Williams,
who led off the inning
with a triple, scored on a
sacrifice fly from Renea
Harrison. The Chargers
got the 3-2 win in eight
innings.
"This team has come
from behind in several big
games," Berry said. "It
says a lot about a team
when they are able to fight
back, and we did so
against MUW."
Davis also got the win

Sports Writer
The UAH Athletics Department will be holding
their annual Century
BMW/Paul Brand Memorial Golf Tournament on
April 30, 2001 at the
Ledges of Huntsville. This
golf tournament, which is
the 17th annual event, is a
major fund-raising project
for UAH Athletics.
This event helps out the
Athletics Department in
each of the 13 intercollegiate sports. Funds from
this event are raised for
equipment an·d team
travel. The support from
the Huntsville community
through this annual golf
tournament insures the
present and future success
of UAH Athletics.
The tournament features a four-player
scramble format.
The first sponsor level
is the individual level, at
$250. This format includes
1 playing spot, 1 tee gift,
lunch and post tournament reception.
The second sponsor
level is a foursome level,

at $1,000. This format features 4 playing spots, 4 tee
gifts, lunch and post tournament reception.
The silver level, which
is the third level of the
four-player scramble format, features two formats.
The silver level, at $1,350,
presents the golf tournament as well as a VIP trip
on May 21-23, 2001. This
level contains four playing
spots, four tee gifts, lunch,
post tournament reception, hole sponsor sign,
and banner recognition.
The VIP trip is for one
playing spot of 36 holes of
golf in Tunica, Miss. This
trip also includes overnight accommodations
and transportation.
The fourth level is the
gold level. This level, at
$2,250, also includes two
formats. As similar to the
silver level, this level also
includes the golf tournament on April 30 (same
items are ~included in here
as silver level). The VIP
trip is also included in this
format. This VIP trip to 36
holes of golf in Tunica,
Miss., provides two playing spots and overnight

1mtS1Jegll8
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By Danny

Parker
Sports Editor

Pros getting
underway

Stephanie Beny leads the Gulf South Conference in
runs (29) and stolen bases (20). (Photo by Danny
Parker)
in game two. She relieved
starting pitcher Katrina
Fomich who surrendered
only six hits and two runs
in five innings of work.
Davis shut down the Blues
offense, notching five
strikeouts in only three

innings of work.
Berry, Carter, and
Davis each had two hits in
the win. Davis was 6-for6 on the day, and was
handed two intentional
walks.

17th Annual Golf Fundraiser set
for UAH Athletics Department
By Ronak Patel

Page7

accommodations as well
as transportation.
For more information
regarding this important
fund-raising event for
UAH Athletics, contact

Spragins Hall at (256) 8246144
or
access
www.uah.edu / Athletics
for registration forms to
this golf tournament.

Highlands United
Methodist Church
3921 Broadmor Rd
Huntsville, AL 35810
859-0160
http://home.hiwaay.net/~humc
email: humc@hiwaay.net
Dr. Roderick Morgan, Pastor
~

Sunday School 9:30am
Fellowship Time 10:30am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:00am
Monthly
1st Saturday Coffeehouse 6pm
Good food, hot & cold drinks, digital music,
board & card games!
Directions
From UAH go east on Sparkman and turn right
on Brookline and another right on Broadmor Rd.
The church 1s located on the left hand side.

The smell of pine tar, creatine and tobacco is
back in ballparks all across the country as the national pastime is back in gear.
Last Sunday, April 1, the 2001 Major League
Baseball season got underway at Hiram Bithom
Stadium in Sanjuan, Puerto Rico, with the Toronto
Blue Jays and Texas Rangers locking horns.
The new season brings added intrigue regarding escalating player salaries, schedule juggling
and new ballparks.
Perhaps the biggest story of the young season
is Alex Rodriguez. It seems like every article I see
about a Texas Rangers game starts out not of how
the team did, but rather how their biggest freeagent signee did.
Rodriguez signed a 10-year, $252 million contract with the Rangers this off-season after spending his entire career with the Seattle Mariners.
Every at bat, every strikeout, and every error
has been publicized so far as though this were
October and he was chasing a record or something.
Personally, I think Rodriguez got his market
value and I cannot say that I would not have
signed the same deal if it were placed before me.
Who can hone:;tly tell me they would not take that
kind of money to play a sport on a daily basis?
The Rodriguez story seems to be overshadowing the many other more user-friendly stories of
the young season.
The contract that Rodriguez signed is allegedly
going to cause a ripple effect that will cause player
salaries to escalate and escalate with the thin.king
that Rodriguez is not worth $5 to $10 million a
year than they are. Also, small market teams are
allegedly going to be left behind as they will not
be able to even compete with the New Yorks, Los
Angeles and Chicagos of the world.
If the media chose to give some of these other
teams their just due, then perhaps their fan base
would grow.
Milwaukee and Pittsburgh are two of the
smaller markets in baseball. Each team is opening up their spanking new stadiums within the
next week. The Brewers open up Miller Park on
Friday, April 6. The Pirates unlock the gates at
PNC Park on Monday, April 9.
The two stadiums ran up a bill of around $800
million to complete.
Why don't we hear about these facilities rather
than hearing statisticians talk about how much
each Rodriguez strikeout costs the Rangers?
By my count, nine teams in the American
League and 11 teams in the National League all
have a chance of maldng it to the playoffs. 1'wenty
of the 30 teams having a chance at post-season play
is something to jump for joy about since many of
the more pessimistic baseball analysts have
claimed that number as being much smaller in
years pasL Giving fans at least a chance on opening day snould make the game much more interesting to the public.
Expansion has finally ceased an(\ the talent pool
is finally starting to deepen some. Interleague play
and the expanded version of the playoffs appeal

See Parkei; page 8
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Blalock tears up b;ack at Big Cat Meet
By Antoine Bell
llAHSports
I11fomt11tio11
Aytree Blalock continued her outstanding performance in the Lady
Chargers'firsteverseason
of track and field over the
weekend at the Big Cat
Classic in Memphis, Tenn.

Blalock became the first said head track coach
Lady Charger to run an David Cain of his senior
NCAA qualifying time in . s tandout. " When she is
any event. She ran a pro- competing it doesn' t matvisional qualifying time of ter how far the race is or
17:4436 in the 5000 meter how many races she runs,
race. She finished second she runs to win. Aytree
in the race, but was first definitely made her presamong College Division ence known in Memphis
today."
runners.
Blalock placed in the
" Aytree had a big day,"

to go and finished first
with a time of 10:22.22.
She was only four seconds
off of her her own school
record.
Overall, Cain was
pleased with his team's
performance in the meet.
Of the 14 athletes that the
Chargers had compete in
the meet, 11 set personal

top ten in the 1500 meter
run, coming in sixth with
a time of 4:49.41. She also
set a new UAH record in
the 800 meter run with a
time of 2:22,00. She finished eighth in the 800.
Meanwhile, in her fourth
race of the day, Blalock
broke the field in the 3000
meter race with two laps

best marks.
"It was a great meet for
our team from top to bottom," said Cain.
Other notable performances:
Amy Phillips set a personal best record in the
1500 meter run with a time
of 4:58.71. She finished
13th in the race. She followed that effort with an
eighth place finish in the
3000 meter and a time of

11:01.05.
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Natalie Fahey finished
seventh in her very first
3000 meter race. She ran a
time of 11:00.37.
Candace Chambers
had a top 10 finish in the
5000 meter run, running a
personal best time of
18:56.
Ashley Whatley improved her best 5000
meter time by 35 seconds
down to 19:27.80.
Amber Shahan scored
for the tea m placing
eighth in the pole vault.
She cleared a height of
seven feet on her first attempt.
The Track and Field
team will next take action
in the Sewanee Invitational in Sewanee, Tenn.,
on Saturday, April 7.

to many fans. Hopefully,
with the latest changes,
new rivalries will form
and teams that win 100
games are not sent packing without so much as a
wild card berth. Things
appear to be progressing
smoothly thus far.
As a baseball fan
through and through, I really hope that the powers
that be can iron out their
differences and maintain
momentum to getting the
love for the game back to
where it used to be before
the work stoppage in
1994.
The collective bargaining agreement is set to run
out soon and a nother
strike or lockout would be
devastating. What good ~
a $400 million faci lity tf
the doors are closed and
the uniforms are still in the
clubhouses?
Go out and enjoy the
show while you can.
Teach someone o r learn
how to keep score. Inform
others about the ins and
outs of sp itting in _t~e
wind. Dog out the visiting team by showing them
the true meaning of home
field advantage. Take a .
child or friend and sit back
and watch your head fill
with memories.

•
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Entertainment
Beach balls, explosions and
rock n' roll at Springfest 2001
scheduled for 6 p.m., and
Bleach, slated for 7 p.m.
By Paul Lindgren
on-musical acts on
Ellterlllilllnmt
the
schedule
for
Editor
Springfest begins with coThe Monday of April 9
median Pete Dominick to
marks the beginning of
show in Mom's Cafe bethis semester's Springfesl,
ginning on Monday at 9
a week of entertainment to
a.m. His parodying of exremind students that
ercise and the fitness
Spring indeed abounds
world including love and
beyond the classroom.
romance at the gym are
Springfest will last until
just a few things he
Saturday,April 14 and fea- Key West BAnd in just one of the several musical ac:ta touches on in his act. He
tures numerous bands, a at this year's SpringfesL Also playing u Hotter Than has been seen on CBS's
comedy act, a movie and Hell, a Kiss cover band. (Photo from Sunday Morning with
Charles Kuralt, and his
free food.
www.keywestband.com)
The highlight of this
will recreate the look, high energy and clean huyear's Springfest are two members in its fan-base.
mor has made him a hit at
The show on the UC sound and feel of those clubs such as Stand Up
tribute bands. The first to
legendary KISS concerts
perform is the Key West lawn is in conjunction of the 70's. Each of the New York and Caroline's.
Band, a tribute band from with a cookout and will band members will don A viewing of the movie
Port Arthur, Texas cover- last from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. the familiar makeup of the Wlrot Women Want will
ing several of popu Jar art- on Thursday, April 12. original band, and the also take place in the UC
ist Jimmy Buffett's songs. Jimmy Buffett and the show will feature the ex- Exhibit Hall at 9 p.m. on
More than just playing Coral Reefer Band is one plosive stage that has Wednesday, April 11.
A variety of other
verbatim covers, the Key of the highest grossing made KlSS one of the most
West Band has a list of music acts in the ~ountry, popular acts in modem events are scheduled
popular original takes that and has its own distinct rock n' roll history. Hotter throughout the week to
combine elements of following of fans other- Than Hell has even been help students take their
zydeco, calypso, and latin wise known as Parrot used in the movie Detroit minds off these last few
influences to create what Heads.
Rock Gity to portray KISS weeks of the semester. Be
"Five
O'
Clock
sure to check out the Asthey call "Caribbean Rock
itself.
Charlie,"
a
local
rock
n'
sociation
of Campus Enn' Roll." They have perThe Hotter Than Hell
roll
band,
will
also
play
on
te
rta
inmen
t advertiseformed at such famous
concert will take place on
the
UC
Lawn
on
Thursment
in
this
week's edibeachside venues as the
the UC Lawn at 7 p.m. on
Florabama,
the day, April 12 at 6 p.m. fol- Friday, April 13. Other tion of the Exponent. A
of
this
Margaritavillc Cafe, and lowing the Key West bands to perform on Sat- schedule
Band.
Springfest's
activities
is
Carlos &: Charlie's. The
urday,April 14 include the
The
second
band
is
the
Key West Band currently
contemporary Christian included.
has three albums on the KISS tribute band called bands The Normals,
market, and has over 8,000 Hotter Than Hell. They

Nintendo has released
its newest addition to its
lucrative Game Boy franchise, the Game Boy Advance.
The
design
of
Nintendo's new handheld console is a departure
from the original. The

Game Boy Advance is
held horizontally rather
than vertically and takes
some adjusting to for action games.
However, the " D-pad"
and A and B buttons are
the same as the Game Boy
Color. GBA also offers L
and R buttons that are
slightly altered from the
Super Nintendo controller
design.
The colors produced by
the Game Boy Advance
are sharper than those of
its immediate predecessor,

Game Boy Advance hu
graphiet on par with the
Super Nintendo with
sharper colon. It u .tated
for sale in •ummer.
(Photo from www.ga.me
boyadvance.com>

By Paul

Lindgren
EntertllUIIIIDlt
Editor

To muse
of all things
A friend of mine ooce said that 1have some ten-

dency to romanticize everythin~ that is, romanticize everything from the Reagan administratian
to a minor's odyssey of buying his first six-pack
of Zima.
This may be true. There is much to be said about
those abstract beauties few people can appiedate
in such things as Reagan's warm smile and hard
shoulders versus the sagging cheeks and Bolshevik frown of Leonid Brezhnev. Lord, man, can you
not see great destinies, the very C06llUC balance in
the hands of these gods? It's marvelous! Or it
was ...
1nen again, I merely amuse myself. And I digress. But how could 1possibly romanticize tboee
things that J regard as great injustice? A-ye, such
as the very system .in which we live, one truly absurd and horrible on a level such as no Conrad
has seen it. How can I, in all my stony fortitude,
romanticize any singular element of such an unjust system?
1 am reminded if when 1bought my first suit. It
hugged my frame like a tube. My new BostonianS
clicked on smoky marble like jackboots in the
Reichstag lobby. 1 was a cadet of the New
Economy, and 1 saluted my superiors with a firm
handshake.
"Hi, my name is Paul Lindgren. There's not a
hole 1 wouldn't blast for oil, not a single mother I
wouldn't downsize, and not a sweatshop in Guatemala I wouldn't outsource to." If I were lucky,
someday 1 would be given command of a fleet of
single-hull oil tankers, or a phalanx of pin-neck
lawyers defending the fatherland from a class-action suit.
even though its liquid The GBA has the capabilAlas, I am not as liwral as you think. After all,
produce
good
quality
to
crystal display uses thin
is my major, and it is best game to play
business
film transistor like the ity sound by using two
these
days.
There's nothing like the gritty furor
Game Boy Color. The separate audio channels,
and cold sweat of Wall Street. I whisper names of
Advance's colors are truer but much also lies on the
heroes like Nick Leeson and Charles Keating beof
the
game.
quality
than the Game Boy
fore I fall into the spinning state of dreams where
There
arc
several
Color 's, but the shades are
1 miss my earnings call by two cents and send the
darker and hard to deci- launch games for the
NASDAQ stumbling below 1800. Will she test? ls
Game
Boy
Advance,
inpher using a weak light
this the bottom? What a nightmare!
source. Blue and green cluding: Super Mario AdBut me romanticize the system? Never...
va11ce,
F
ZERO,
Wai
Wai
colors are hard at times to
Yet we've all got a job to do, and I've chosen
Roci11g
Advance,
distinguish.
my lot. A small honeycomb beige box at the end
Castlem111n:
Crrcle
of
tire
The
Game
Boy
of a cubicle hive awaits my shackled soul.My head
Advance's graphics are on Moon, Pin.I/ Novel Silent
will bow low, and the buzzing offax machines and
H,11
Dodge
Boll
Figlrters,
par with the Super
the Martian whirl of the copy machine will snatch
Kuru
K11r11
K11r11i11,
All
Nintendo, pcrhap:. even a
my mind into the system.
N1ppo11
GT
Co111petitio11,
tad better. Sound, howIf only 1 could get paid to write, or learn, or
Adva11ce
GTA
,
Moster
ever, is not much better
speak. That would be mighty ideal. Then I could
011d
Clru
Chu
Driller
2,
than the GBC when heard
romanticiz.e all day about Aprils' mist and winthrough the Advance's Rocket.
ters grey, or late sunsets and kisses in ~ dark.
The orth American
speakers.
That
would be fine with me, as long as I eat.
When heard through launch date for the Game
What the hell, l'd romanticize the system if they
Boy
Advance
is
scheduled
headphones, however, t~e
paid me enough. So much for the stony fortitude,
sound is better, though for release on June 11. The
but
after all, business is my game.
that is not always the case. retail price is set at $99.95.

Game Boy Advance's Japan launch
Kim.Staton
Enmtllinment
Knier

The Five
Spot
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Repeat of the SO's quickly becoming a reality
By Alan Backer
E11tnt11imnent

Writer
Have you ever had this
innate, creeping feeling
that a brutally embarrassing fad is about to grab
America by the legs and
saturate itself into our
daily lives?
Sometimes, small fads
flare up, such as aU these
little punk high-school
wannabe's bleaching the
tops of their heads blonde
and riding around with
rims on their '92 Sentras in
the wake of Eminem's suecess.
And other times, upstarts start to rise but

quickly fade away, such as
the big-band dance scene
that was emerging in the
late 90's. For which I am
thankful for, because I
don't think I would have
been able to withstand a
full-on Zoot Suit Riot for
a couple of more years.
But this time, I just
have this sensation that
something rotten is about
to come along and freeload itself on society and
not go away until every
last penny is spent on it
and every last person is
sick of it.
The "80's."
It may come at the end
of the year, it may come
three years down the road.

But face it: our last decade
endured a massive nostalgic splurge of "70's" music, movies, merchandise
a11d culture. When John
Travolta "Greased" his
way back on to the scene,
some of us watched on
helplessly while others
simply ate it up like
shameless gluttons. And
so gave way to comebacks
such as clogs, flares,
"YMCA," the Brady
Bunch, Blues Brothers,
and hordes of unwanted
disco compilations providing checks for the
Trammps and KC and the
Sunshine Band so they
could eat again.
It's a funny thing how

history has a way of re- "Unskinny Bop." Ah,
pea ting itself, and what memories so sweet that
better way to follow our not even an image of C.C.
reminiscence of "70's" DeVille's goofy face can
grandiosity with the ten ruin them.
But skip forward to
year pinnacle of tackiness
2001,
and it's not hard to
that followed it.
imagine
that the heels of a
Don't get me wrong: I
comeback
are only a few
loved the "80's" when I
steps
away.
Really, we've
was actually there. From
been
living
in blissful
my Smurfs and Voltron
oblivion
for
so
long withpreschool days up to my
out
a
big
brainless
novelty
discovery of MTY, Poison,
that
when
the
and Downtown Julie
stonewashed
jeans
and
Brown, it was definitely
the most innocent time Tears for Fears haircuts
that I'll ever have in my come back, given that
life. I can still recall get- we're all a bunch of robots,
ting a Hot Lixx toy guitar it'll just seem like the thing
for Christmas, strappin' todo.
that bad boy on and preIf the "80's" in fact do
tending like I was playing reappear, then maybe

some really interesting
things would come out of
it. Maybe hi-tops and L.A.
Gears will finally come
out of hiding. Maybe Van
Halen and Diamond Dave
will reunite and finally get
it right this time. Maybe
we will get to see how
much Ralph Macchio has
aged in the last few years.
But to be honest, one
"80's"wasenough for me.
Bringing it back will just
taint the good memories I
already have. So when the
wave comes, I'll just fight
the power. And it will
come.

When·Napster has got you down, just tape trade
By Paul Lindgren
Elitntllimnent

Editor
In the wake of devastating ruling against
Napster by Federal
Courts, we are left to wonder if there is any way we
can ever get free music
online?Sureenough,you
can find actual tapes of

live concerts from the of available shows posted
country's most popular by other traders. Dozens
bands for the mere price of of Napster-like communia cassette and postage. ties provide trading stanThis is the underground dards, chat rooms, and
community of tape traders message boards exist on
who trade entire boot- the Internet.
legged concerts via parcel.
Some of the most popuThe Internet has revo- lar bands to trade include
lutionized tape trading, the Grateful Dead, Phish,
allowing traders to Widespread Panic and the
browse entire catalogues Allman Brothers. But

SP& NGFEST 2001
·A.C.E. / B.C.M.
CIIANGES IN ATTITUDE
April 9111 COMEDIAN \>iti DominaK..
9 p.m. ill Mom·~
April 10111 Award~ Banerait
7 p.m. u.c.
April 11111 StarflicK..~
1-7p.m. u.c. E¾liihit IIall
Film "wlia{ Womin Want"
9 p.m. u.c. E¾bihit IIa.11
April 12111 l\iY Wi~t Band
11:00 a.m. - 2:oo p.m.
Band Fi-Vi O'ClocK_. Cbarlii
6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
April 13 tb Ilottir Tfian n~n Band
7:00 p.m.
April 14-tb Band Blaacp

these shows are far from
the best that tape trading_
has to offer. There are hundreds of other underground bands that can be
found online to trade
ranging from such college
scene musicians as Leftover Salmon to Keller Williams.
Trading begins with
anyone browsing the tape
lists of different traders.
Traders usually indicate
how many hours of tapes
they have, which is also a
good indicator of how receptive they may be to
your advances. You
wou Id then con tact a
trader via email as to
whether they would like
to trade, including a
hyperlink to your own
tape list. It is up to them
to reply, indicating what
show they would like

Tired of missed pages & poor customer service?

Make the switch.
Emergency services personnel
rely on Sharp for crtttcal

communications. So can you.
Sharp

PeneeramrJJJ,.,,,,,,,,,
Free
Internet Paging:
• Web8rOWS(!{
• Desktop Drect
Instant Text
Messaging
Software
• E Mad Paging

comes through. Fast & reliable.

* Better coverage - higher power
* 40seconds
Receive pages in less than
* On-the-spot pager repair or
replacement
* since
Locally owned and operated
1979

* FREE Bonus Coverage: Nashville through Panama City
- Destin when you sign up for standard local

paging service.

•ft·)
,'ii,,, PU 1(q!, it•B •
www.SharpCom.Com

TBA
Band !Pi Normal~
TBA

from you.
You can make copies
while studying or watching television using a dual
cassette stereo. After having taped their requested
show, you would mail
them to the other trader's
address. You would likewise expect the shows you
requested at any time.
Though you may not
have anything to initially
trade, most tape traders
will allow you to send
blank tapes and extra
postage. They would then
mail you back your tapes
complete with the show
you requested.
Once you have built
your own small collection
of tapes, you can post your
tape list on such online
communities
as
www.wsptrading.com,
www.resourcesfor

3403 Governors Drive

533-2484

-

8am-6Pm Mon-Fri

Byrd Spring @ S. Parkway

882-2878

9am-6pm Mon-Fri 1~5 Sat

traders.com,
and
www.gdlists.com. After
some experience, and
with the proper equipment, you can trade CDR's and help distribute
tapes to the entire country
by doing tape trees. Participating in tape trees allows you first access and
generation to the latest
concerts.
Most shows can fit on
two 90-minute tapes,
Maxell XLII tapes being
the most commonly used
brand. Shows are usually
rated on an arbitrary scale
from A to F, or some other
numerical system designated by the trader. They
are also often rated by
how many generations the
recording is from the
original tape.
Traders who have
failed to keep their end of
the bargain are usually
blacklisted from communities. Be wary of trading
with anyone who is not a
community member.
Varieties of other
sources can be found
online, including set lists
for concerts, and the latest
updates on available concert tapes, including commentary on shows. This is
to help you select what
shows are of interest to
you.
For those music lovers
who are willing to spend
the time and small cash to
build a library of unique,
live musical performances, then tape trading
could be your new
Napster.
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Keep your eyes sharp in Enemy at tlte Gates
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By Paul Lindgren
£1lter/llU11111!11t
Editor
In theatres now is the
gritty war film Enemy of
11te(;(ltes, a loose historical
account of the master
shooter Vassili Zaitsev
and the German sniper
sent to eliminate him.
The film is set during
the Battle of Stalingrad
where some of the most
desperate fighting of
World War 11 was seen.
The Soviet Union finds a
hero in a young peasant
from the Urals, Vassili
Zaitsev, who threatens the
German front-line command by eliminating enemy officers one-by-one.
Meanwhile, Berlin sends
their best sniper to the city
of rubble to take the Russian out. Zaitsev himself is
but young marksman and
has his doubts as to
whether he can defeat the
more veteran German
killer.
What certainly made
the movie worthwhile
were the cat and mouse
games played by the two
snipers played by Ed Harris and Jude Law, who
seem to put "game

theory" to some real test.
There is a deliberate patience in their mortal work
that contrasts with the
desperate street-to-street
fighting around them, and
both are filmed well, often
in juxtaposition.
What did make the action noticeably pause and
the audience yawn was a
barely woven romance in
an otherwise cinematic
historical account. At
times, however, this romance did offer a convincing retreat for the characters under stress.
The opening scene of
Enemy of the Gates may remind anyone of Saving
Private Ryon. There is,
however, a very different
context of setting that the
early combat scenes establish. Normandy and
Stalingrad are two very
different battlegrounds,
and this film keeps fairly
close in depicting the very
desperation with which
the Soviets fought.
The technical accuracy
of Enemy 11/ the Gates was
meticulous, and few beyond hardcore military
buffs could appreciate the
detail that went into the
making of this movie.

Jude Law plays the
central character Vassili
Zaitsev. At most times, it
is difficult to imagine him
as a Soviet peasant, or
even a crack sniper. He
does offer a satisfactory
performance as the young
marksman who singlehandedly ravages the German lines. Ed Harris, on
the other hand, fits snug in
his on-screen role as Major Koenig, Germany's top
sniper sent to the Eastern
Front to eliminate the
young Russian menace.
Despite the lack of any
major development or
dialogue, Ed Harris carries a stark and mesmerizing ethos reminiscent of
Robert Shaw.
The pervading romance can be annoying at
many times and is only
loosely stitched into the
overall plot by Joseph
Fiennes. Fiennes plays
Commander Danilov,
Zaitsev's sort of public relations agent. He and
Zaitsev happen to fall for
the same woman, played
by Rachel Weisz, who
seems wrapped too tight
in her English for her role.
Danilov's own development as a character keeps

Jude Law stars u Vassili in Enemy at the Gates. (Photo from Paramount Pictures
and movies.yahoo.com)
the romantic subplot minder that this was not And in the microcosm of
twitching with a pulse at London, but this was this sly and patient duel
least, and he is the only Stalingrad, the "capital of betwee n two master
character to find some the war." And who better shooters, we find the real
to include in the film than jewel behind this film.
epiphany in the end.
There are other charac- Stalin's emissary and futers that seem to seem to ture Soviet premiere
offer very little, but ironi- Nikita Krushchev, played
by Bob Hoskins, to inflict
cally they die quite well.
The most noticeable fear behind all ranks of
problem is the accents, Russian soldiers at the
and they made it difficult front.
Enemy 11/ the Gates was
to imagine the Germans
at
least
a refreshing film
were fighting Russians instead of the English. Still, that reminds us where the
the menacing Stalinist ide- real turning point was in
ology was a constant re- the war against fascism.

Tibetan monks performing for preservation
By Paul Lindgren
Ellterlllilm,ent

Editor
The
Famed
Multiphonic Singers of
Drepung Loseling Monastery performed at the Von
Braun Center Concert
Hall on Saturday, March
31 to a crowd of nearly

400.

The performance featured some of the ancient
songs and dances of the
libetan people. The program was tailored for
Western viewing while
preserving the authenticity of Buddhist ceremony.
Particular to Tibetan
song is the ability for the
ll\on_ks
to
perform
ll\ul~phonic singing, otherwise known as tonal
chanting. Developed and
maste~d only by the Cen~ Asians, tonal chanting
~volves singing in essentally three notes simultaneousl y. The resulting
~und is one that is almost
1nhuman, and at once
hyPnotic.
Draped behind the perforrn ·
. mg monks was a
Painting of Drepung
Lose!'mg Monastery in
~
, libet. It was there
at more than 10,000

monks were boarded for
training before the Chinese Communist invasion
in 1959. The monastery
has stood as the centerweight of Buddhist worship in Tibet since its inception in 1416.
The monks who performed, however, were
from the rebuilt Drepung
Loseling institution in India where Tibetan refugees from the invasion
had settled. The concert
was to help benefit the
preservation of their
threatened culture and the
continuation of its development among a dispossessed people.
The first act of the performance consisted of
those ritual songs and
dances that "enhance the
spirit of goodness" in the
environment and open
awareness to those worshipers
seeking
enlightment. The use of
drum, symbol, and the
unique high horns created
the characteristic sound of
Tibetan music that is at
first appearance menacing, but spellbinding in its
dual drone and asymmetry.
The monks performed
a variety of ceremony, in-

eluding the offering of rice
for world healing, and a
dance where costumed
characters whirled in colorful dress bearing implem ents that symbolized
spiritual transcendence.
Particular to the first act
was a debate performed in
the Tibetan tongue, one
that was not rehearsed,
but ad lib and in real inquisition of a monk's
training. The first act
closed with the Snow Lion
Dance, a comical performance by two monks in a
snow lion costume. The
snow lion symbolizes in
Tibetan culture the fearless and elegant qualities
of an enlightened mind.
The second act ensued
with the Dance of the Skeleton Lords where costumed skeletons in white
and red sought to remind
worshipers of the ephem-

eral nature of all secular
things. Afterwards, in a
ceremony often performed to invoke spiritual
and environmental healing, the monks held forth
a mirror to draw in a reflection of the world. They
then "purified" the world
through their multiphonic
singing and by pouring
water over the mirror.
At last the performance
closed with ceremonial
incense burning, which
was cast forth into the audience and thereby the
world, invoking peace
and harmony with all
things.
The concert was at once
completely alien to almost
anything seen on the
Western stage, and thoroughly provoking in interest and understanding.
Indeed, the closing remarks from the translator

PERDIDO KEY
VACATION RENTAL
3Br/3Ba...Sleeps up to 16
Private beach with dock and boatlift
Close to Lost Key Golf Course
Call 850-492-4929 or
email at pomullet@cs.com

reminded the audience
that this very culture was
under threat of extinction
by the genocidal policies
of the Chinese Communists.
With any single viewing of these honored and
sacred traditions of an ancient people, we can remind ourselves of the precious nature of all cultures
that have come forth from
centuries in the making.
The performance of these
refugee monks serves as
such a reminder that culture demands understanding before action of
preservation.

Save the Last Dance
(PG-13) 1:20 4:00 6:30
9:00
The Brothers (R) 1:15
1:30 3:45 4:00 6:30
6:55 9:00 9:20
Chocolat (PG-13) 1:20
4:10 7:00 9:20
Hannibal (R) 1:00 3:40
6:20 9:05
The Mexican (R) 1:25
3:55 6:35 9:05
Enemy at the Gates (R)
1:05 3:50 6:35 9:15
Exit Wounds (R) 1:20
4:05 7:00 9:15
Someone Like You (PG13) 2:00 4:30 7:05 9:30
Just Visiting (PG-13)
1:00 3:00 5:00 7:10
9:10

Win Ttckets to the Mo'Oiesl
Movie 'Ilivia:
Morgan Freeman, the star of the new thriller
Along Cmne II Spuln; never won an Academy
Award, but did win one Golden Globe for Best
Performance in what movie?
The first 4 people with the correct answer for the Movie
Trivia will win movie tickets. ONLY 4 pairs of tickets will
be given away each week. No phone calls or notes will be
accepted. Tickets for any trivia will be distributed on a first
come, first serve basis from 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. on Fri. No
one who has won in the last month is eligible for any conte,t or trivia. Please see Jennifer Sharp in ®it ~x-ponmt office only between the hours specified above.
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1 first heard about all of the
and uproar over David

tempt involves the law or the government.
itz's anti-reparations ad, I
I know that equality and fairness
concerned enough to in- are ideals that we (hopefully) strive
over the Internet.
for rather than realities in the world
reading has led me to several that we live in. This is true of life no
thoughts.
matter who you are, what sex you
f4oi all, whatever happened to may be, or what the color of your
?Reprdlessofwhoyou skin is.
"""""'-..ll..-.. color your skin is, you
The world is, by nature, an unIQ express your opmfair place to live. 1'wo s1Sters grow
'-""""""',.., .,or no~ in this country. up in the same house. One is the
favorite child. The other is the least
Y.QUusedto.
pie lee) that they must favorite. Some children are teach~nceinea about using po- ers' pets. Others have social diffilanguage in order to culties. Some people look better than
cusations, conflict, or others. Some people are smarter or
~druz: sued.
more talented than others. Some
tia our collective fear that people know important people. Othshy away .&om once- ers don't. Some people are born
mmonplace courtesies like wealthy and others poor. Some
c;omplimenting one another's cloth- people have physical problems or
1.ng or hairstyle at work.
poor health. Others never seem to
many innocent comments get sick.
•--·~ 'e·-led to accusations of prejudice,
This is life. This is reality.
~al harassment, racism, or disThe real question is what does a
~tlon? Don't get me wrong. person do about it?
~ that some comments are deThere are definitely choices to be
Bberately racist and sexist. But has made.
Aijierica as a whole, become too
One can feel sorry for his or herqlii.ck to jump to these conclusions? self and play the victim role, always
lbelieveso. Pendwumsswing focusing on the injustices of life, or
(ro.ri one extreme to anotheL Cul- one can take charge of and make the
tural attitudes have a way of doing most of the life he or she has been
that, too.
given and be thankful to have iL
Now on to even less popular
I try to have an attitude of gratifews...
tude and take responsibility for my
Affirmative action is supposed to own life now, which has made all the
brmg about increased equality in difference in my life. I used to feel
Americal,y evening out the playing like a victim, blame other people,
field for women and minorities, or and complain a lot (more than I do
so the story goes. I am a woman, now). Let me tell you, I am m,u;:J,
and I want to be paid what men are happier today.
paid in our society. The fact of the
As for reparations, my greatmatter 18 that affirmative action has grandmother was Jewish. There is
not made this a reality. Affirmative no way that I would expect to reactiOC\ never will. What affirmative celve money for injustices that were
action does do is discriminate committed against people I have
against certain people based on race never met before I was even bornand eex because they have been la- especially if that money was going
beled as privileged in our society.
to come from people who never
In other words, discrimination is committed the mjustices to begin
okay for some people but not for with.
others. It just depends on who IS
Focusing on the present, not the
being discriminated against and past, will lead to more tolerance and
equality in America. Everyday is a
why.
'Equality can only be established new day. What are we focusing on
when there is an attempt to consider today?
Is it equality?
and treat all people equally in all
Is it really?
situations--especially when that at-

Mow

Letters to the Editor
De.n-Edito.r:
According to my news
service out here in the
West, one idea that seems
to be raging through the
various colleges and universities, is the question of
whether America should
pay the African-Americans each a lump sum of
money in return for their
slave a ncestors' work.
Some of the proponents
claim that c\ll of the African Americans who have
slave a n cestors h ave a
lum p sum coming up to
o ne ha lf million dollars
per person.
One point that seems to
have been totally missed
by both sides of this argument is the fact that over
2 million white American
gave their lives in the Civil
War so that the AfricanAmericans could be free.
Although many slaves
lived and died before the
Civil War, at the time of

the war, that represen ts almost one white man died
for each slave that was
freed.
My questions is, since
the African-Americans
liv ing in Ame rica now
have the highest standard
of living in the world for
Black Africans, and since
they benefit from the past
just as much as an y white
men, why isn't the death
of 2 m illion Americans
enough paymen t? Why
should they want more?
Why have I never heard a
single word of than ks
from the African-Americans for a ll those w hite
Americans that gave their
lives so that they could be
free?
Jim Humble

Deu Editor:
l want to bring to all
UAH s tudents' attention
the discriminatory nature
of the UAH web registra-

Candidates for Editor. -Chief are now bein
reviewed! See page 4
for more details.

tion system. Students that
do not have access to the
internet are required to
wait until 8:00 a.m. the
day of registration to begin registration for classes.
However, the web registration system allows students to register at midnight, eight hours before
students can do it in per-

son.
l believe that the UAH
registration
system
should allow all students
an equal opportunity to
register, regardless of their
econ omic status. Also,
w h at kind of exam ple
does UAH give when students are encouraged to
stay up late the night before classes start back
from Spring Break in order to guarantee that they
get the classes that they
want or need?
I witnessed tonight that
the system works this way,
and am glad that my fiancee was able to get the
classes she needed to
graduate, but I hope that
others in her situation are
not forced lo wait an extra
semester because of
UAH's improper registration system.
Sincerely,
Jake Wi1Jiams
Former UAH student

We Want Your Letters!

ffltr °!txpollfflf welcomes letters lo the editor concerning any topic. Letters should
be typed or submitted on disk and no longer than 250 words. ~~t °!txponrnt no
longer requires student numbers, phone numbers, or addresses to accompany
letters to the editor. Please, include your full name with any submissions. Name
and title only, if applicable, will be published, although names can be withheld
upon request. ~~t °!txponrnf reserves the right lo edit all materials submitted for
publication.
Letters should be typed, submitted on disk, or emailed to
rogersc@email.uah.edu no later than noon on Tuesdays in order to appear in that
Thursday's issue. Letters may also be sent to t'~t °!txponrnf office by mail al The
Exponen~ UAH, UC 104, Huntsville, AL 35899, or by fax at (256) 824-6096.
Opinions expressed in columns or letters are those of the authors and not necessarily that of ~~t °!txpontnf, its staff or management.
All mt1lent1fs am/Jlmd hn-nn, aapl .tmtlSlng or unerr 1nd1a,/dolherwise, IS Copynght 1000 by Wit

1x,oanit 11miprotertttl11mierlhe Wor.tMAdefarHm•11,u/ Period1CJ1I Pu/Jha,/iona,/ego~<flMU.S O:pynghl UIUI$. Mlllnwls ltnrin '""Y no/ be rrpnnld Ulllhoul IM aprrs.sd wnllm prmt/SSIOn ~ t 1.r,nnaf
(u., 11/l 11rl1cks, lrlltTS, 11mlpnolr,gn.phs sulnmffd lo~, 1,;poanrl btrx,~ property~~, 1.r,oa nit upon
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A Greek Comedy, by the SGA, for the SGA
t
)

By J. Caleb
Clanton
Nnus Editor/
Opi,tio,tff.nter
For the past few
months, I have been reporting on the various
events and issues confronted by the SCA.
Needless to say, this year
in SGA has been, at times,
a pretty interesting one.
Here's just one story - a
Greek comedy - I can't
help but find a tad bit entertaining...
Our story begins with
the attempted impeachment of the SCA President, James Kodrowski.
At the beginning of last

semester, Kodrowski was
allegedly caught with the
last few drops of a beer
and was subsequently escorted out of the Better
Than Ezra concert here on
campus. In response,
some within the SCA
House of Representative
tried to impeach him on
the grounds that he, as a
campus leader, had violated various campus
rules.
And so, the Kodrowski
legacy got underway. After several weeks of
heated debated, internal
squabbling, evidential
hearings, and so on, the
initiative to impeach
Kodrowski failed. Many
held the opinion that the
attempt was unsuccessful
because the House had
several members who
were either in or sympathetic to the Alpha Tau
Omega (ATO) fraternity of
which Kodrowski is a
member.
Right in the middle of
the impeachment controversy, the SGASenate was
elected.
Now, if

Kodrowski had been impeached by the House,
then the Senate would
have been responsible for
voting as to whether
Kodrowski should have
been removed from office.
This was particularly interesting, given that the
then, newly elected Senate
was predominantly controlled by members of the
Sigma Nu fraternity.
So, at the time, the way
it llppl!tlmlto many people
was that there was an opposition of alliances
present in the SGA: ATO
vs. Sigma Nu. Many
thought that the "Sigma
Nu Senate," as some
caIJed it, would have immediately
given
Kodrowski the boot had
he been impeached, which
he wasn't. So, ultimately,
we simply do not know if
that would have happened.
But what we did know
was that there was at least
the suspicion of a Greek
rivalry within the SGA.
And, this rivalry, according to some, would not

rest with a failed impeach- sition of Chief of Staff, efment attempt.
fectively rendering any
Spring
Term
- further nominations by
Kodrowski nominated Kodrowski moot. That
Stephen Cros.5 for the po- was that, end of story.
sition of Chief of Staff, an We II, not so fast,
assistant-type position to Kodrowski had the Conthe President within the stitutional power as PresiExecutive Office of the dent to veto that dissoluPresident.
Like tion. And, he did just that.
Kodrowski, Stephen Cross At first, some within the
is a member of ATO. Senate seemed as though
Cross, however, had to re- they wanted to try to overceive confirmation from tum the veto. However, in
the Senate. The Senate the end, the Senate dedenied Cross confirma- cided to let the veto
tion and strongly hinted to stand ...
Kodrowski that they had
Politics on any level are
no intention of doing so just that: politics. The fact
in the future. Still, though, of the matter is that they
Kodrowski presented occur even in a place like
Cross as his nominee, and the SGA, just like in state
the Senate consistently or federal government.
voted in disapproval.
On both sides of the isMany questioned whether sues and aisles, folks have
Kodrowski would only denied the workings of
nominate Cross because larger partisan, perhaps
he was a fellow fraternity Greek, machinery at work
brother.
Kodrowski, within the SGA this year.
though, repeatedly ar- Andin11111nyC11SeS,lheirdegued that Cross was the mills were founded 11nd leonly candidate that had giti11111te.
shown any interest.
However, to deny it 111/
Eventually, the Senate seems to be a bit patronizvoted to dissolve the po- ingtothosewhohaveeyes

and have watched the
whole stage show from
the start. And, this is not
to say that there weren't
other factors at play in all
the issues mentioned
above: there were. And,
this is not necessarily a
condemnation of what
took place; rather, it is simply an analysis of how one
might- mind you, mighthave perceived the events
that took place within the
SGA.
I, for one, appreciate
the humor in it all.
There are always those
individuals who stand
and vote as individuals,
despite their friends and
despite their association to
various organizations.
And, likewise, there are
always those who flock
together in an effort to
consolidate and maximize
effectiveness.
And, then there was
me, trying to report the
whole mess.

new residence hall," said
Maxim. "Right now the
institute [UAH) is seeking
donations and gifts, but so
far none have been
awarded."
The other alternative,
most apt to gain sufficient
funds, is the selling of

bonds. Maxim said that
money gained from the
"selling of bonds would
be gained back through
student fees." The foremost point being stressed
is that State funds are not
relevant to the construction of a new residence

hall.
As for the Athletic Center, construction should be
completed by this summer and the doors will
open for operation by the
Fall 2001 semester. The
extension to the Library,
which will become the

new main entrance,
should complement the
opening of the Athletic
Center in Fall 2001.

dents.
SGA elections are
scheduled fornext weekduring UAH's annual
Spring Fest - on April 11
and 12. Polling places will

be located in the University Center lobby, Ad min-

istrative Science Building
lobby, and in Technology

Hall Sl0S, and will be
open from 9 a.m. to 6 p .m.

re~ continued from page 1
linues to enter everyone's
mind is the still unan~ered question of proration. Will it effect the
completion of the new
residence haIJ, the library
extension, or the Athletic
Center?
Maxim says that "there

is no way to know," but
with utmost certainty we
can assume that "proration should not affect the
constructingofanew residence hall."
"The amount of State
funding has nothing to do
with the constructing of a

Morris, continued from page 1
0 _f
the complaint
!gainst his campaign.
My reasons for doing so
are personal in the fact
that over the past several
Weeks l found that l don't
ha~e an overwhelming
~es~ t~ do the job," said
1
d_orns and I see a canidate that does," Morris
said·
,, 10 reference to Jobes.
boarThe actions of the
di d made me see that I
. ~ n~t want to fight for
it, said Morris. "My rear
,/ •on was that if they
•cked me out, then I
Wouldn't fight it. And,
that's not a reaction that
You Would want from
someone who would be
l'llnning SCA."
Effectively Jobes will
now be running unop~ , which essentially
esi~tes him a certain
sfloo:.m for SCA President.

Jobes expressed his regret
concerning Morris' withdrawal. "It's definitely
unfortunate," said Jobes.
"I really wanted to run
against him."
"For him [Morris] he
made a good decision,"
said Jobes. "He said that
unfortunately he wasn't
having as much fun with
the SGA as he used too."
When asked about running unopposed for SGA
President Jobes said that
'
he, "stiIJ plan[s] on running a campaign."
Jobes said that his campaign is planning to hold
a grilJ-oul on April 11 at
the UC lawn. All students
are invited. According to
Jobes, both he and his running mate Brett Holt will
be on site to discuss their
goals for next year and to
field questions from stu-

exponent.uah.edu
l'lLBe~fAS
fM'IWrfH
A'ClfTIVE. ,
I
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The Ten Commandments Of College Life
By David Morain
T1Ie SimpsonimtSimps01t College
The graduate came
down from the student
center. Amidst the unwashed, sweatshirt-covered students before him,
he presented a notebook
containing these ten rules
_of living at college.
"These truths we hold
dear. Follow them to the
best of your ability, or face
eternal damnation at the
hands of your professors,
memorizing the periodic
table and writing expositions about dead composers. Behold these Ten
Commandments of College Life."
Honor
thy
roommate(s). ..
You are stuck with this
person, whether you like
it or not, for most of your
college life. Get used to it.
Don't look for his or her
annoyances, embrace
them. If they pick at their
toe nails and leave them
on the floor, gather them,
color them, and glue them
to a piece of construction
paper to make a mosaic.
Start simple, then work
your way up.
Thou shalt not begin a
paper until the last
minute...
It is documented (prob-

ably) that people work
best under pressure. This
is especially true of college
students. If a term paper
is being written, it should
be started with no more
than 12 hours remaining
before it is due. This really
is an amazing occurrence.
Ideas will be typed out at
a record pace, sometimes
entirely bypassing your
brain. You say that
Hannibal crossed the Alps
on giant llamas? Great, go
with it. Just remember to
cite your sources.
Thou shall put sleep
above all else ...
When choosing your
classes, remember that
eight o'clock comes before
noon. The rest will work
itself out. If you should
come across two hours
where you have nothing
to do, choose sleep before
studying, eating, breathing, etc. How can you be
expected to read Muckraking: The Life and Trmes
of the Average Earthworm
when you can barely keep
your eyes open?
Thou shall decorate
your room with garbage ...
When walking into a
dorm room, you should
initially notice the way the
sun reflects off the empty
beer bottles. Copies of
Sports Illustrated or Cos-

mopolitan (depending on
the gender of the residents) should be sporadically spread over the various pieces of furniture.
Speaking of furniture,
anything that is nice
enough to be in your parents' house is too nice to
be in your dorm room.
Women and men should
be pictured in various
states of undress on any
wall space not already
taken by posters of bands,
calendars, and bulletin
boards depicting class
schedules and pictures of
friends from home. Perhaps the occupants have
attempted to build an exact replica of the Taj Majal
out of old pizza boxes. At
any rate, a college dorm
room should never, ever
be clean, less the tenants
have dropped out of
school or are dead.
Thy laundry shall be
done out of necessity ...
There are two times
when your shirt should be
clean: when the tags are
still on it and when it is at
home. If it's clean at any
other point, you are wasting both time and money.
You can wear jeans ten or
twelve times before you
need to wash them. Same
goes for sweaters, flannels, and sweat pants (absorbency is the key). Socks

and underwear are a matter of personal preference.
If you want to smell like a
bus station all day go
ahead. Just remember the
First Commandment...
Thy food shall be inedible ...
Never again in your life
will the nutritional value
of the food you eat be less
than that of some paper
products. At college you
will ingest meat from origins you never thought
possible (raccoon, camel,
orangutan, hobo, etc.). Being that it occurs before
ten o'clock, breakfast
doesn't exist for most students, yet we all need
three balanced meals per
day. Approximately four
to five hours following
dinner the third meal commences. It is usually composed of potato chips, frozen pizza, or any number
of value meals from the
local eateries in town.
Television shall be thy
best friend ...
When you came to college you said goodbye to
your real family (Mom,
Dad, Grandma Rose ... )
and hello to your new
family (Oprah, Jerry
Springer, Laverne and
Shirley ... ). As the year
progresses, even though
you are learning more and
becoming an intelligent

member of society, you
will find that you will
watch twice as much Cartoon Network as you do
CNN. Who among us can
resist the sheer brilliance
of "Tom and Jerry"?
Thy property is not
your own ...
Some say that communism is dead. This is untrue; just check any dorm
room. People you don't
know will bang on your
door at three in the morning, wanting to borrow
your stapler and a jar of
peanut butter. The best
thing to do here is to give
them whatever they want
and then ask for it later.
You have to remember to
ask for it because no one
ever returns personal
property at college without at least a week and a
half of constant prodding
and badgering. Some
choose to start a sign-out
list for their movies, video
games, kitchen utensils,
etc. Avoid these " Dorm
Nazis", as they are militantly opposed to sharing
of any kind.
Unwashed plates shall
stay that way ...
There are two schools
of thought on the subject
of dorm room crockery.
The first is to have plastic
and ceramic plates, bowls,
etc. Unbeknownst to

many of us in the college
world, these dishes do not
wash themselves. That is
why many students
choose to invest in paper
plates. These are easy to
clean up and are relatively
cheap. If you run out,
chances are that someone
on your floor has a paper
plate handy. Borrow it
with the promise that you
will return it when you're
done.
Do not covet thy
neighbor's music ...
Most of the music you
will hear while at college
is bad. The people that live
beside you, however, will
have by far the worst taste
in music of anyone you've
ever met. Whether they
are dancing around to Kris
Kross' "Jump" br screaming out the chorus to Great
White's "Once Bitten,
Twice Shy", you will
never be able to ignore
them. These people will
usually have a billionwatt system that they
never turn down. If you
don't like their eclectic
mix of bad music with
horrible music, let them
hear about it. Remind
them that, though they
may believe that Journey
is the greatest rock band of
all time, not everyone
shares their opinion.
<ei The Si.mpsonian, 2001

medions, continued from page 1
Effectively, this lack of
declaration on the part of
some would-be-candidates resulted in there
only being a small number
of official candidates eligible to bid for House positions representing the
College of Liberal Arts,
College of Nursing, and
the College of Science.
And, as there are several
positions available in each
of those colleges and only

a small number of eligible dally declared candidate, sentative are only three rious candidates will be
Commenting on the
candidates running for Meredith Hall, running officially declared candi- officially sworn into their unusually low turnout of
those positions, then there for one of the four slots dates, Gena Gibbs, respective offices during eligibly declared candiremains several uncon- from College of Liberal Leonard Frederick, and the final meeting of the dates for next week's baltested elections for each of Arts. Historically, the Jason DeVine.
SGA sometime in late lot, Morris said, "I think
the delegations respective election for College of LibThe College of Nursing April.
this shows that the current
to each said college.
era l Arts representatives is represented by two
As for the positions in system that we developed
Likewise, there will re- has been among the most House members. As of the the House that remain [the two-fold application
main a number of posi- heavily contested at UAH. declaration deadline, Jed unfilled, the newly sworn- process
for
tions unfilled due to the Hall will effectively run Earles was the only official in SGA President will candidates] .. .is a joke."
lack of sufficient eligibly, unopposed.
declared candidate. He have to nominate students
declared candidates to full
Bidding for one of the will be running unop- for the positions. Nomithem.
four available positions of posed.
nees must also receive be
There is only one offi- College of Science repreOnce elected, the victo- approval by the House.

Outnumber, continued from page 4
Nearly three semesters
into her college career,
Hernandez unhappily
notes that "this dude
shortage" has translated
into, well, nothing.
"2.ero dates," she says.
"I haven't been asked
out by a decent guy even
once, except by guys at
work (a.Torrance car dealership)"since I've been (in
school)."
Some college women
say the gender gap is a
nonissue.
"What a stupid question," says Liz Nguyen, a
UC Irvine sophomore.
"Dating isn't why I'm
in school, and it's not why
any woman I know is in

school. I don't even think
about (the ratio of women
to men). I mean, really,
who cares?"
Hernandez agrees to a point.
"School is the main
thing," the undeclared
major says. "I'm here to
study ... It's fun."
But she also wonders
this: If she doesn' t meet
guys in college, then
where?
She knows that dating
and relationships can and
do happen in post-college
workplaces. But she also
knows that such mixing is
often frowned upon by
management and, increasingly, the law.

She also realizes that
dating might be easiest in
college. The parties involved are younger, the
stakes lower.
"Even my mom laughs
at me about this,"
Hernandez says.
"But she also thinks it
would be sad if I went
through college and didn't
meet a guy, like, ever."
At least one group
cares about - and is
pleased by - the gender
gap.
"No one I know argues
about it, at least not the
guys," says Kevin Jacks, a
history major at Cal State
Fullerton.
Jacks, 22, frankly con-

cedes that having a lot of
girls on campus makes his
dating life much easier
than it might otherwise be
at a school where men face
tougher odds.
" Everyone notices it.
Everywhere you look,
there are girls. In class. All
over campus. Everywhere," Jacks says.
"It's pretty cool."
Regina Niles, 19, wants
to be an actress. As a
sophomore theater arts
major, she has already
tried out for a few roles in
campus productions and,
last year, came close to
winning a part.
She's smart. She's
funny. She's outgoing.

And dateless.
In one of her classes
there are 25 women and
three men. In another, she
says the men in her class
are openly gay and not
looking for a girl to date.
In another, she says, the
few men she has met are
surrounded by women.
"It's awkward, a little,
I guess."
But Niles isn't both_ered.
· Women in school, she
says, provide a "great example of success." They
dominate discussions in
some classes. They're
leaders. They tell jokes.
They listen.
" I'm actually happy

about (the female-heavy
gender gap). It's a great
support system."
History major Jacks,
who attended an all-boys
high school, says having
more women than men in
class "adds to the way we
think."
Niles, who works with
Jacks at a student housing
center on the north side of
campus, offers a prediction. "Right now, in the
real world, you see a lot of
men in positions of power
and stuff.
"But from what I'm
seeing here in school,
that's going to change.
Women are going to be in
charge."
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Mystic Stars
Weekly Horoscope
By Lasha Seniuk
'Ih1mne Medill Seruices
(Week of April 9)

Librans may be surprised to learn that past stress, strained
relations or business indecision now works strongly in
their favor. Expect unusual announcements and an obvious display of confidence from both colleagues and
friends. Oddly enough, Libra, much of this may lead to
positive career inroads and exciting social outlets: watch
for fast reversals and unique introductions.
Scorpio (October 24-Novembtt 21)
Image: " A forest of huge redwood trees creaking with the
wind"
Message: Cultivating a secret garden.
Unique partnerships and revised career aspirations will
have a strong affect over the next few days, Scorp. Listen
carefully to your inner impressions and hunches: this is a
powerful time for bringing much needed change to your
long-term work ambitions. Early Thursday watch also for
new or unexpected social information: a close friend or
new lover may soon reveal unusual family obligations,
social doubts or past commitments. Stay focused, Scorp:
your steady guidance will be helpful.
Sagittarius (November 22-December n)
Image: "Hanging low in the sky, a bright harvest moon"
Message: Planning for the future.
Financial and home decisions now require active attention. Late Tuesday watch for loved ones to propose new
money projects, lifestyles or shared resources. All are positive, Sage, but stiU remain cautious: loved ones may now
be overly optimistic or easily influenced by friends. After
Wednesday romantic overtures steadily increase: before
May expect deeply felt emotions and gently seductive proposals. Change is necessary, Sage: don't shy away from
sincere and passionate invitations.
Ca.pricom (December 22-January 20)
Image: "In a tall oak tree, two baby sparrows in a warm
nest"
Message: Intimate connections.
Listen carefully to lovers and close friends over the next
few days, Cap: unique social ideas or outside romantic
flirtations wiU soon affect long-term relationships. Many
Capricorns may now experience a repeated social pattern
or an important return to old romantic obligations. Honest communications and revised expectations with present
loved ones will lead to the right solutions, Cap: work hard

to overcome ongoing disagreements. An oddly demanding few days: stay focused on positive growth.
Aquarius Oanua.ry 21-Febrwuy 19)
Image: "Standing over a large map, two medieval
knights"
Message: Picking your battles.
Friends and close relatives may this week be highly dedicated to their own emotional needs, Aquarius: over the
next few days expect others to be confident, outspoken
and self-involved. Remain philosophic: long-standing romantic or social misunderstandings may not be as easily
resolved as anticipated. Stay focused on practical solutions and watch for unusual outbursts. By late next week
relationships will improve, Aquarius: be patient and
refuse to react to bold public statements.
Pisces (Febrwuy 20-March 20)
Image: "On a deserted beach, a mermaid brushing her
hair"
Message: Understanding the magic.
Romantic, social and family discussions wiU be passionate this week,. Pisces: expect loved ones to publicly defend their ideas, decisions or suggestions. All is well, Pisces, so not to worry; in fact, much of this may be warmly
humorous and socially delightful. Let others fully express
their feelings, Pisces: a recently bothersome phase of emotional avoidance in close relationships is now ending. After Friday financial messages and new money promises
will be misleading: avoid obvious risks.
If your birthday is this week...expect romance to become progressively more complicated in the coming
weeks and months. Many Aries natives will now experience rapidly increasing social and romantic options. Much
of this newfound passion ends almost a 17 month period
of lost ambition in key relationships or social disinterest:
let new emotional comrnjbnents and rekindled attractions
develop at their own pace. After mid-June business roles
may also drarnaticaUy change: travel, distant job opportunities and revised employment duties will be an ongoing theme throughout the summer months. A busy and
emotionally rewarding year, Aries: enjoy!
For
private
consultation,
please
visit
www.mysticstars.net.
© TMS Campus, 2001

April 9-15, 2001
Aries (March 21-April 20)
Image: "In a silent jungle, a roaring lion"
Message: Claiming space.
Unusual work proposals are accented this week: watch
for officials to introduce risky concepts or new group responsibilities. Some Aries natives may now find that a
previously dismissed assignment now demands completion. All is weU, Aries: show others your willingness to
participate in revised team roles. After Thursday romantic discussions will be revealing: expect loved ones to now
express a need for travel, expanded social activities or
daily change. A demanding few days, Aries: stay alert.
Taurus (April n-May 20)•
Image: "At the top of the Eiffel Tower, a group of chattering tourists"
Message: A network of excited voices.
Before Wednesday social routines are unpredictable, Taurus: over the next few days-expect friends and loved ones
to reveal fast revisions, late plans or unexpected invitations. React quickly to new proposals: in the coming weeks
loved ones will feel a deep need for validation and group
social acceptance. Later this week watch also for financial or family changes in the home. Past or forgotten
money obligations may now resurface, Taurus: don't postpone key decisions or necessary duties.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Image: "Outside a college dormitory, an encyclopedia
salesman"
Message: Expecting success.
Social obligations and new romantic partnerships may
soon become demanding: before mid-week watch for
close friends or lovers to introduce unusual ideas, mild
ultimatums or fast family
discussions. Over the next few days many Geminis will
expand their home aspirations and romantic plans: expect long-term commjtments to soon be fi{mly established. After Friday business partnerships may also be
accented. Remain open: new career plans are now highly
rewarding.
Editor's Note: ~qr ixponenf reseroes tire rigltt to edit 1111 s11bmissionsfar content. Due to space requirements, ple11se
Cl.Deer Oune 22-July 22)
Image: "Deep in the earth, a fossilized bird's wing"
limit 11nnouncements to 11pproxlin11tely 75 words. All s11bmissions must begiven to P1111I Lindgren in tire UC, room 104
Message: Yesterday's freedom.
or emailed to clubwire@yahoo.com no l11ter t!rllfr noon 011 T11esd11ys. No s11bmissio11s left in tire drop-box will be
Past romantic proposals or outdated friendships may now
·
pnnted. Announcements 11re preferred on disk. Anno11ncements witlr gr11p/1ics will not be 11ccepted.
return, Cancer: before Thursday expect nostalgic sentiments and forgotten social obligations to be a key theme.
Sigma Nu Fraternity
Watch loved ones closely for subtle signs of social frusThe Brothers of Sigma Nu would like to welcome everyone back from Spring Break. Summer is on its way
~ation: at present, others wiU expect fast improvements
and everyone knows what that means: the Summer of Love party. We will keep everyone updated. Conm all key relationships. After Friday ask for clarity in
gratulations to our A-team and B-team basketball, soccer, and softball teams on their victories last week. It
newly revised family roles: confused home duties may
looks like the IFC AU-Sports Trophy is ours for the ninth time in ten years.
now create unnecessary tension or strained relations. Go
slow and share your ideas, Cancer: all is well.
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
Leo Quly 23-August 22)
th
Rho
Chi
Chapter
will
celebrate
its
10
anniversary on the weekend of April 13-15. The following programs
Image: "A ticker tape parade down Main Street"
are
planned:
Bar-B-Q
on
April
13
al
4:06
p.m. on the UC Lawn, 10th Anniversary Banquet on April 14 at 5:06
Message: Moments of glory.
Early this week, Leo, key officials or long-term friends D,m. in the Bevill Center, Party of a Decade on April 14 at 10:06 p.m. in the Alpha House, and 1906 Luncheon
on April 15 at 1:30 p.m. at Darryl's Restaurant. A product of the anniversary will be a scholarship fund
~~y provide valuable insights, permissions or opportuestablished in the name of the chapter.
nities. Pay close attention to innovative ideas or rare proposals in sales, marketing or office management. Subtle
Students for the Exploration and Development of Space
changes of power or responsibility may now strongly afStudents
for
the
Exploration
and Development of Space, SEDS, holds their General Meetings the first and
fect employment roles, Leo: openly accept alJ new conhird
Wednesday
of
each
month
at 8:30 p.m. Come and see what we are all about We are currently involved
cepts. After Friday watch for loved ones to suggest unin the KC-135 Micro-Gravity project, GasCan 504 and other NASA related projects. For more information,
usual social gatherings or revised family ideas. Join in,
Leo: intimate relations wiU now greatly improve.
contact via e mail
Ande Boyer, SEDS President, at boyerj@email.uah.edu or check out our
Vugo <August 23-September 22)
website at http: / /seds.uah.edu/.
Image: "On the dark side of the moon, a large ostrich egg"
Message: Hatching the impossible.
Earth Action
~viously dismissed career ambitions may now return,
Earth Action, the UAH campus environmental group, is meeting Friday, April 6 at 1:00 p.m. in University
Virgo: watch past work relationships for valuable clues.
Center room 133. Ecofact: According to the Center for Plant Conservation, one out of every ten native U.S.
Over the next few days yesterday's business contacts may
plants is in danger of extinction.
prove surprisingly useful: expect new options from old
sources. Late Wednesday pay close attention to a friend
FROSH M OSH '01 Committee
or lo~ed one who may be overly focused on recent roFROSH MOSH ' 01 Committee Meetings every Wednesday at 8 p.m. in Mom's Cafe in the UC. Get involved
mantic changes. New r elationships or quick family
on campus and bring you{ creative ideas with you. Even if you are gone over the summe r, you can still he lp
c~ges wiU soon trigger gossip or public discussion: rethis Spring and Fall. This is a g reat way to get experience with programming.
mam sensitive to the privacy of friends and relatives.
Libra (September 23-0dober 23)
Mathematics Colloquium
Image: "A field of ripe, bright yellow sunflowers"
Speaker will be Professor Ashok T. Amin of the Computer Science Department. His abstract is titled "On
Message: Unconscious growth.
Maximizing the Number of Specified Subgraphs of o rder three in a Graph." Colloquium will take place on
Recently revised partnerships or assignments wiU now
April 6 at 2:30 p.m. in Madison I fall 202. Refreshments will be served a half-hour prior in Madison Hall at
produce results, Libra: over the next few days many
2:00 p.m.

...
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Classifie s
HELP WANTED
ANSWER THE CALL!
Phone Personnel
Daytime Hours.
EARN $6.00 AN HOUR
If you're Friendly &
Energetic.
Join the Quality Food
Team
APPLY TODAY!
Steak-Out
DELIVER THE BEST!
MAKE MORE with
STEAK-OUT
Busy stores mean higher
Earning potential.
Join the Quality Food
Team.
APPLY TODAY AT:
23-A Shelton Rd. OR
7143 Hwy 72 West

Part-time freedom. You
determine your own
hours, your own pace, and
your own compensation.
Great way to work around
your current schedule,
earn extra money and try
new financial services career. For more information, call 256-518-8198 and
leave message.
Wanted: Mature, responsible (preferably graduate
student) as house-sitter/
dog-walker soon after
term ends and in summer.
No drugs, no alcohol, no
tobacco, no parties. Easy
work even if you have another job. Call 882-9662
after 5 p.m.

FOR SALE
Two 12 inch Fosgate
speakers for sale. Includes
box, 350-watt amp, and
wiring. Good condition.
$300 080. Call 824-6090
(Day) or 776-3602 (Night},
ask for Jennifer.
FSBO, 3BR, 1-3/4 BA, 1
car garage, private backyard, landscaping, cul-desac in quiet established
neighborhood, convenient
location, 3305 Oster Circle,
$82,900, 536-7503
MB Motoring MB6 4-lug
16 x 7 Honda Offset
Wheels w /Yokohama
A520's 205 / 40V / 16 Excellent Condition $850 o.b.o
880-7319.

1993 FORD TAURUS:
Great gas milage. VS, automatic, new tires, ABS,
ps, pl, ps, pw, AM/ FM
cass. $3300 OBO. 864-8538
1997 MAZDA PROTEGE:
5-speed. ABS, pl, pw, AM/
FM cass, new tires. Great
gas milage. Great condition. $6800 OBO. 864-8538

ROOMMATES
Two female roommates
needed to share a 3BR/
2BA aparbnent at Ash ford
Terrace off Wynn drive.
Needed only for the summer; $185/ month, plus
utilities. Call 824-4190 for
more details (leave
voicemail) and be prepared to answer questions
about yourself.

LOST&FOUND
Reward! For finding black
Banana Republic Saddle
Bag with a hole inside.
Please call 325-9898 with
information. Owner desperately would like it returned.

MISCELLANEOUS
The College of Nursing's
junior class will be collecting new and washed used
teddy bears. Boxes will be
in the Common's Area on
the 2nd floor of the Nursing Building from April 2
to April 20. These teddy
bears will be donated to
the Huntsville and Madi-

Writers

anted!!
The Exponent
is now accepting applica. ons for News,
Sports, Entertainment, and
Opinion writers! Come by
our office in
theUC,room
104 for more
information.

ADVERTISEMENT
INFORMATION
Advertisement information can be obtained
by contacting Terra Tusler, Advertising
Manager at ~qe ixvan.ent by phone, fax or
come by the office in the University Center,
room 104.

Amm
lAwiallar
5 Hockey need
lOHac:b
14 Oao-trillioath:Prcfix

Telephone: 824-6090 Fax: 824-6096
Email: terratusler@hotmail.com

UCandk:
16Spread
17 Collartype
llR.oecoil
19Clolo
20Comfort

CLASSIFIEDS ARE FREEi
Classified ads in ~qe '!ixpan.ent are free for

22116/tgtous rul<:knce

24 Buiklinaexteosioo
25Marie _ _
26 Chili coo _ _
29Dude

30_ _ Gay
34Tbanks _ _
35 ATM password
36 Antarctica cover

;

37 Arafat•• org.
31&.faddl•
-10 AliaDCighbor
.fl Scalawag
43 Baokcr•sabbrv.
4-4 Medical t.eatmeut
45 Mr. Chekhov
46Also
47Mr. Sallc
48Clamor
50Skillc:t
51 Symphonic delight
54Getholdof
SB Au1bcw James
S9Fcrvor
61 Killcrwbalc
62 Sbakcspc:aro•. King
63 Sin&cr Mel
64Scc:tioo
65 Nonflowering plant
66 Dangerous curves
67Waodcr

Down
1 Oilorg.

2 Yugoslavian politician
3Imagc
4Accept
5 Dilly-ally
6 Actreu Ja.cbon
71nclincd
8 Leafreader's need
9Error
10 Call togtetlwr
11 Away from the wind
12Legumc
13Scparatc
21 Barcelona cheer
23 Kio.swoman
25Enclos•
26 Filmmaker Frank
27 _ _ Pi.nkcrton
28Pcrch
29 Fishscabilizcr
31Sea
32M.. Bush
33 _ _ ski
3SReporDcm
36Novelsufix
38 Kayak. e.g.

39 46 Across in Frankfurt
4'2/nterut

+'Sha,,46 Houston ball players
47Wantcrmo.

all UAH students, faculty, staff and alumni.
Contact ~qe '!ixpanent, attention Jennifer
Sharp, Layout Editor at 824-6090 for more
information or bring your ad by our office
in room 104 of the University Center. You
can also contact ~lt.e ixvanent office by fax
at 824-6096, or by email at
sharpjl@email.uah.edu.
(Dt'a,l/meforflll c"1ssrfids lo~ fumed 111 ts no /gfer than 4 p.m. on the
Mond4y hefo" the next J1IIP" IS ,,:chduletl to be puh/lShed. All.f,tt
clllSSrjids writ runfor fulfJ ~ unless otheru= spec,fied.)

49Afl&IY

SODuca
51 J..eapart
52 Double curve
53Close
54Anivc
55 Cartoomst Peter
S6Caesar's204
57 London artpllcry
60 Hosp. workers

Quotable Quote
"Ju nlc. to IM wlt1t•1.
they need you to ,w//~cover their lnlmanJty. "
• Bishop D6smond 11,tu
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